Spatial correlation between hyperpigmentary changes on color fundus photography and hyperreflective foci on SDOCT in intermediate AMD.
Macular hyperpigmentation is associated with progression from intermediate to advanced age-related macular degeneration (AMD). The purpose of this study was to accurately correlate hyperpigmentary changes with spectral domain optical coherence tomography (SDOCT) hyperreflective foci in eyes with non-advanced AMD. A prospective cross-sectional analysis of 314 eyes (314 subjects) with intermediate AMD was performed in the multicenter Age-Related Eye Disease Study 2 (AREDS2) Ancillary SDOCT Study to correlate hyperpigmentary changes on color fundus photographs (CFP) with abnormal morphology on SDOCT. Spatial coregistration was performed with an automated algorithm in two nonoverlapping subsets of 20 study eyes, which permitted double-masked CFP and SDOCT grading by certified investigators. Macular CFP hyperpigmentation was significantly associated with SDOCT intraretinal hyperreflective foci in the 314 study eyes (P < 0.001). In a substudy of 40 eyes, automated intermodality spatial coregistration was successfully achieved in all 136 (100%) retinal regions selected for CFP and SDOCT grading. In one subset of 20 study eyes, 28 of 39 (71.8%) retinal CFP regions with hyperpigmentation were correlated with focal hyperreflectivity on SDOCT, versus seven of 39 (17.9%) control regions (P < 0.001). In another subset of 20 eyes, 21 of 29 (72.4%) SDOCT regions with hyperreflective foci were correlated with hyperpigmentary changes on CFP, versus two of 29 (6.9%) control regions (P < 0.001). A novel algorithm achieves automated intermodality spatial coregistration for masked grading of regions selected on CFP and SDOCT. In intermediate AMD, macular hyperpigmentation has high spatial correlation to SDOCT hyperreflective foci and often represents the same anatomical lesion. (ClinicalTrials.gov number, NCT00734487.).